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Abstract

The steady-state aerodynamic characteristics of a
new family of blunted leading edges immersed
in high-speed rarefied air flow are examined by
using a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
method. The work is motivated by interest in in-
vestigating the flowfield properties of these new
blunt shapes as possible candidates for blunting
geometries of hypersonic leading edges. Com-
parisons are made between these new blunt con-
figurations and round shapes based on stagnation
point heating and total drag. Some significant
differences between these shapes is noted on the
aerodynamic surface quantities. It was found that
round leading edges provided smaller stagnation
point heating than the new blunt leading edges.
The analysis also shows that, despite the seeming
advantages of the new blunt shapes, round shapes
still provides smaller stagnation point heating,
however large total drag under the range of con-
ditions investigated.

1 Introduction

At hypersonic flight speeds, the vehicle leading
edges must be blunt to some extent in order to
reduce the heat transfer rate to acceptable lev-
els and to allow for internal heat conduction.
The use of blunt-nose shapes tends to alleviate
the aerodynamic heating problem since the heat
flux for blunt bodies is far lower than that for
sharply pointed bodies. In addition, the reduc-

tion in heating rate for a blunt body is accom-
panied by an increase in heat capacity, due to
the increased volume. Due mainly to manufac-
turing problems and the extremely high temper-
atures attained in hypersonic flight, hypersonic
vehicles will have blunt nose, although probably
slendering out at a short distance from the nose.
Therefore, designing a hypersonic vehicle lead-
ing edge involves a tradeoff between making the
leading edge sharp enough to obtain acceptable
aerodynamic and propulsion efficiency and blunt
enough to reduce the aerodynamic heating in the
stagnation point.

A method of designing low heat transfer bod-
ies is devised on the premise that the rate of heat
transfer to the nose will be low if the local veloc-
ity is low, while the rate of heat transfer to the
afterbody will be low if the local density is low
(Reller [1]). A typical body that results from this
design method consists of a flat nose followed by
a highly curved, but for the most part slightly in-
clined, afterbody surface.

The emphasis of this work is to compare
these new contours (flat-nose leading edge) with
round leading edges in order to determine which
geometry is better suited as a blunting profile
in terms of stagnation point heating and total
drag coefficient. Two method of comparing these
shapes to round leading edges will be investi-
gated:(1) flat-nose leading edges are compared
to a corresponding round leading edge (circular
cylinder), which generates the flat-nose shapes,
and (2) flat-nose leading edges are compared to
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an equivalent round leading edge, which is gen-
erated from the computational results for the flat-
nose shapes. The equivalent round leading edge
will yield either the same stagnation point heat-
ing or the same drag coefficient as the computed
solutions presented for flat-nose shapes. Thus,
for the equivalent stagnation point heating, for in-
stance, the total drag coefficient will be the basis
of comparison between these leading edges, and
they will determine which geometry performs
better.

The focus of the present study is the low-
density region in the upper atmosphere, where
numerical gas-kinetic procedures are available to
simulate hypersonic flows. High-speed flows un-
der low-density conditions deviate from a perfect
gas behavior because of the excitation of rotation,
vibration and dissociation. At high altitudes, and
therefore low density, the molecular collision rate
is low and the energy exchange occurs under non-
equilibrium conditions. In such a circumstance,
the degree of molecular non-equilibrium is such
that the Navier-Stokes equations are inappropri-
ate. Alternatively, the Direct Simulation Monte
Carlo method will be employed to calculate the
rarefied hypersonic two-dimensional flow on the
leading edge shapes.

2 Body Shape Definition

In dimensionless form, the contour that defines
the shape of the afterbody surface is given by the
following expression,

x =
∫ ymax

1

√

yk
−1dy (1)

where x = x/ynose and y = y/ynose.
The flat-nose leading edges are modeled by

assuming a sharp leading edge of half angle θ
with a circular cylinder of radius R inscribed tan-
gent to this wedge. The flat-nose leading edges,
inscribed between the wedge and the cylinder,
are also tangent to them at the same common
point where they have the same slope angle. It
was assumed a leading edge half angle of 10 deg,
a circular cylinder diameter of 10−2m and flat-
nose thicknesses t/λ∞ of 0.01, 0.1 and 1, where

t = 2ynose and λ∞ is the molecular freestream
mean free path. Figure 1 illustrates this construc-
tion for the set of shapes investigated. From geo-
metric considerations, the exponent k in Eq.(1) is
obtained by matching slope on the wedge, on the
circular cylinder and on the body shapes at the
tangency point. For dimensionless thicknesses of
0.01, 0.1 and 1, the exponent k corresponds to
0.501, 0.746 and 1.465, respectively. The com-
mon body height H and the body length L are
obtained in a straightforward manner.

λ∞λ∞
λ∞

Fig. 1 Drawing illustrating the leading edge ge-
ometries.

3 Computational Method and Procedure

The degree of departure of a flow from the con-
tinuum is indicated by the flow Knudsen number,
Kn = λ/l, where λ is the molecular mean free
path and l is a characteristic length of the flow.
Traditionally, flows are divided into four regimes
(Schaff [2]): Kn < 0.01, continuum flow, 0.01
< Kn < 0.1, slip flow, 0.1 < Kn < 10, transitional
flow, and Kn > 10, free molecular flow. It is well
know that neither the continuum flow equations
nor the collisionless flow equations are valid to
predict leading edge aerothermodynamic charac-
teristics throughout the transitional flow regime.
At this time it appears that the Direct Simula-
tion Monte Carlo (DSMC) method [3] is the most
accurate and credible procedure for computing
leading edge flowfield and surface effects in the
transitional flow regime.

The DSMC method simulates real gas flows
with various physical processes by means of
a huge number of modeling particles, each of
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which is a typical representative of great num-
ber of real gas molecules. In the DSMC method,
the state of the particles is stored and modified
with time as the particles move, collide, and un-
dergo boundary interactions in simulated physi-
cal space.

The molecular collisions are modeled us-
ing the variable hard sphere(VHS) molecular
model [4]. The energy exchange between ki-
netic and internal modes is controlled by the
Borgnakke-Larsen statistical model [5]. Simu-
lations are performed using a non-reacting gas
model consisting of two chemical species, N2 and
O2. Energy exchanges between the translational
and internal modes are considered. For this study,
the relaxation numbers of 5 and 50 were used for
the rotation and vibration, respectively.

The flowfield is divided into a number of re-
gions, which are subdivided into computational
cells. The cells are further subdivided into four
subcells, two subcells/cell in each coordinate di-
rection. The cell provides a convenient reference
for the sampling of the macroscopic gas proper-
ties, while the collision partners are selected from
the same subcell for the establishment of the col-
lision rate. The linear dimensions of the cells
should be small in comparison with the scale
length of the macroscopic flow gradients normal
to the streamwise directions, which means that
the cell dimensions should be of the order of the
local mean free path or even smaller [3]. Time
is advanced in discrete steps such that each step
is small in comparison with the mean collision
time [3]. The simulation is always calculated as
unsteady flow. However, a steady flow solution is
obtained as the large time state of the simulation.

The computational domain used for the cal-
culation is made large enough so that body distur-
bances do not reach the upstream and side bound-
aries, where freestream conditions are specified.
A schematic view of the computational domain
is depicted in Fig. 2. Side I is defined by the
body surface. Diffuse reflection with complete
thermal accommodation is the condition applied
to this side. Advantage of the flow symmetry is
taken into account, and molecular simulation is
applied to one-half of a full configuration. Thus,

side II is a plane of symmetry, where all flow gra-
dients normal to the plane are zero. At the molec-
ular level, this plane is equivalent to a specular
reflecting boundary. Side III is the freestream
side through which simulated molecules enter
and exit. Finally, the flow at the downstream out-
flow boundary, side IV, is predominantly super-
sonic and vacuum condition is specified [3]. At
this boundary, simulated molecules can only exit.

η

ξ
θ

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the computational do-
main.

Numerical accuracy in DSMC method de-
pends on the grid resolution chosen as well as the
number of particles per computational cell. Both
effects were investigated to determine the number
of cells and the number of particles required to
achieve grid independence solutions. Grid inde-
pendence was tested by running the calculations
with half and double the number of cells in ξ and
η directions (see Fig. 2) compared to a standard
grid. Solutions (not shown) were near identical
for all grids used and were considered fully grid
independent.

The freestream conditions and the gas proper-
ties used in the present simulation are those given
by Santos [6] and summarized in Table 1.

The freestream velocity V∞ is assumed to
be constant at 3.56 km/s, which corresponds to
freestream Mach number M∞ of 12. The wall
temperature Tw is assumed constant at 880 K. The
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Table 1 Freestream and flow conditions

Parameter Value Unit

Temperature (T∞) 220.0 K
Pressure (p∞) 5.582 N/m2

Density (ρ∞) 8.753×10−5 kg/m3

Viscosity (µ∞) 1.455×10−5 Ns/m2

Number density (n∞) 1.8209×1021 m−3

Mean free path (λ∞) 9.03×10−4 m
Molecular mass O2 5.312×10−26 kg
Molecular mass N2 4.650×10−26 kg
Molecular diameter O2 4.01×10−10 m
Molecular diameter N2 4.11×10−10 m
Mole fraction O2 0.237
Mole fraction N2 0.763
Viscosity index O2 0.77
Viscosity index N2 0.74

overall Knudsen number Knt , defined as the ratio
of the freestream mean free path λ∞ to the leading
edge thickness t, corresponds to 100, 10 and 1 for
flat-nose thicknesses t/λ ∞ of 0.01, 0.1 and 1, re-
spectively. The Reynolds number Ret covers the
range from 0.193 to 19.3, based on conditions in
the undisturbed stream with leading edge thick-
ness t as the characteristic length.

4 Computational Results and Discussion

The purpose of this section is to discuss differ-
ences in the heat transfer and total drag due to
variations in the leading edge thickness and to
compare them to round shapes. Comparisons
based on geometry are made to examine the ben-
efits and disadvantages of using these blunt ge-
ometries over round shapes.

4.1 Flat-Nose Shape

The heat flux q w to the body surface is calculated
by the net energy flux of the molecules imping-
ing on the surface. The net heat flux is related
to the sum of the translational, rotational and vi-
brational energies of both incident and reflected
molecules. A flux is regarded as positive if it
is directed toward the surface. The heat flux is

Fig. 3 Heat transfer coefficient along the body
surface for blunt bodies.

normalized by the freestream kinetic energy flux
ρ∞V 3

∞/2 and presented in terms of heat transfer
coefficient Ch.

The heat transfer coefficient Ch is illustrated
in Fig. 3 as a function of the dimensionless arc
length S (≡ s/λ∞) along the surface measured
from the stagnation point. For comparison pur-
pose, Fig. 3 also illustrates the heat transfer coef-
ficient for the reference round leading edge (cir-
cular cylinder) and the heat transfer coefficient by
assuming free molecular flow. It is seen from this
figure that the heat transfer coefficient is sensitive
to the leading edge thickness. As would be ex-
pected, the blunter the leading edge the lower the
heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation point.
Also, the heat transfer coefficient remains essen-
tially constant over the first half of the front sur-
face, but then increases in the vicinity of the flat
nose/afterbody junction for the bluntest case in-
vestigated, Knt = 1 (t/λ∞ = 1). Subsequently,
the heat transfer coefficient decreases sharply and
continues to decline along the body surface. In
contrast, for the circular cylinder, the heat trans-
fer coefficient remains essentially constant over
the first half of the cylindrically portion of the
leading edge, but then decreases sharply up to the
cylinder/wedge junction. Referring to Fig. 3, it
is also observe that the heat transfer coefficient
approaches the free molecular limit as the lead-
ing edge thickness decreases, i.e., as the Knudsen
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number Knt increases.
The heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation

point Cho was estimated as being 0.605, 0.730,
and 0.785 for cases Knt of 100, 10 and 1, which
correspond to the thickness t/λ∞ of 0.01, 0.1 and
1, respectively. Furthermore, the heat transfer co-
efficient at the stagnation point for the reference
round leading edge is Cho = 0.366. Therefore,
Cho for the cases Knt of 100, 10 and 1 are 2.4,
2.2 and 1.5 times, respectively, larger than that
for the reference round leading edge case.

The drag on a surface in a gas flow results
from the interchange of momentum between the
surface and the molecules colliding with the sur-
face. The total drag is obtained by the integration
of the pressure pw and shear stress τw distribu-
tions along the body surface. In an effort to un-
derstand the effects of the pressure and the shear
stress acting on the surface of the flat-nose lead-
ing edges, both forces will be presented in this
section.

The pressure pw on the body surface is cal-
culated by the sum of the normal momentum
fluxes of both incident and reflected molecules
at each time step. Results are normalized by the
freestream dynamic pressure ρ∞V 2

∞/2 and pre-
sented in terms of pressure coefficient Cp.

The effects of the leading edge thickness
on the pressure coefficient are demonstrated in
Fig. 4. Plotted along with the computational
solution for pressure coefficient is the pressure
coefficient predicted by the free molecular flow
equations and that for the circular cylinder used
as a reference. Referring to Fig. 4, it can be
seen that the pressure coefficient is basically con-
stant along the front surface, and this constant
value increases with increasing Knudsen number
Knt . The pressure coefficient predicted by the
free molecular flow equations on the front surface
is 2.35. Therefore, for the thinnest blunt leading
edge investigated, Knt of 100 (t/λ∞ = 0.01), the
flow seems to approach the free collision flow in
the vicinity of the stagnation point. For the circu-
lar cylinder case, the pressure coefficient follows
the same trend presented by the heat transfer co-
efficient in that it remains constant over the first
half of the cylindrically portion of the leading

Fig. 4 Pressure coefficient along the body surface
for blunt bodies.

edge, but then decreases sharply up to the cylin-
der/wedge junction.

The shear stress τw on the body surface is cal-
culated by averaging the tangential momentum
transfer of the molecules impinging on the sur-
face. For the diffuse reflection model imposed for
the gas-surface interaction, reflected molecules
have a tangential moment equal to zero, since
the molecules essentially lose, on average, their
tangential velocity component. The shear stress
τw is normalized by the freestream dynamic pres-
sure ρ∞V 2

∞/2 and presented in terms of the skin-
friction coefficient Cf .

The influence of the leading edge thickness
on the skin friction coefficient Cf is displayed
in Fig. 5, parameterized by the thickness Knud-
sen number Knt . It is observed that the skin
friction coefficient is zero at the stagnation point
and slightly increases along the front surface up
to the flat-nose/afterbody junction of the leading
edge. After that, it increases dramatically to a
maximum value that depends on the leading edge
thickness, and decreases downstream along the
body surface. Smaller thickness t (larger Knt)
leads to higher peak value for the skin friction
coefficient. Also, smaller thickness t displaces
the peak value to near the front surface/afterbody
junction.

Referring to Fig. 5, the skin friction coeffi-
cient predicted by the free molecular flow ex-
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Fig. 5 Skin friction coefficient along the body
surface for blunt bodies.

hibits its maximum value at a station that corre-
sponds to a body slope of 45 degree. Similarly,
the maximum values for the leading edge thick-
nesses investigated occur very close to the same
station. Nevertheless, attention should be paid to
the fact that the 45-degree station corresponds to
different dimensionless arc length S for the lead-
ing edge thicknesses investigated, since the expo-
nent k, that appears in Eq.(1), is different for each
case.

The total drag is obtained by the integration
of the pressure pw and shear stress τw distribu-
tions from the nose of the leading edge to the
station L (see Fig. 1), which corresponds to the
tangent point common to all of the body shapes.
It is important to mention that the values for
the total drag presented in this section were ob-
tained by assuming the shapes acting as leading
edges. Consequently, no base pressure effects
were taken into account on the calculations. The
DSMC results for total drag are normalized by
ρ∞V 2

∞H/2 and presented as total drag coefficient
Cd and its components of pressure drag Cpd and
skin friction drag C f d coefficients.

The extent of the changes in the total drag
coefficient Cd with increasing the leading edge
thickness is displayed in Fig. 6. It is apparent
from this figure that as the leading edge becomes
blunt the contribution of the pressure drag to the

λ∞ λ∞ λ∞

Fig. 6 Pressure drag, skin friction drag and total
drag for flat-nose shapes and circular cylinder.

total drag increases and the contribution of the
skin friction drag decreases. For the reference
round leading edge case, the pressure drag Cpd ,
skin friction drag C f d and total drag Cd coeffi-
cients are 1.352, 0.167 and 1.519, respectively.
Thus, compared to the flat-nose leading edges,
the reference round leading edge presents high
value to the total drag coefficient, where the ma-
jor contribution is given by the pressure drag co-
efficient. As a reference, the total drag for the
reference round leading edge is 1.49, 1.45 and
1.37 times larger than those for thickness t/λ∞ of
0.01, 0.1 and 1, respectively.

4.2 Round Leading Edge

In order to compare flat-nose leading edge with
round leading edge, it becomes necessary to de-
termine the dependence of the heat transfer and
total drag for round leading edge on the nose ra-
dius. In this way, DSMC simulations were per-
formed for four round leading edges, besides the
reference round leading edge (circular cylinder),
with nose radii RN/λ∞ of 0.02, 0.1, 1.0, and
2.0, which correspond to overall Knudsen num-
ber KnD of 25, 5, 0.5 and 0.25, respectively, by
assuming the nose diameter as the characteristic
length.

Distributions of the heat transfer coefficient
Ch along the round leading edge surface are
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λ∞

Fig. 7 Heat transfer coefficient along the round
leading edge surface for various nose radii.

demonstrated in Fig. 7 with the dimensionless
nose radius RN/λ∞ as a parameter. It is observed
from this figure that altering the nose radius pro-
duces a substantial change in the heat transfer
coefficient in the cylindrically blunt portion of
the leading edge, provided that the gas-surface
interaction is diffuse. The heat transfer coeffi-
cient presents the maximum value in the stagna-
tion point and drops off sharply along the cylin-
drically blunt portion up to the cylinder/wedge
junction. Also, the heat transfer coefficient in the
stagnation region decreases with increasing the
nose radius. This behavior seems to be in agree-
ment with the continuum predictions for blunt
body in that the heat flux scales inversely with
the square root of the nose radius.

The nose radius effect can also be seen in a
different way by comparing the DSMC computa-
tional results with those calculated by assuming
free molecular flow. Figure 8 presents this com-
parison for the heat transfer coefficient as a func-
tion of the body slope angle θ. These curves indi-
cate that the heat transfer coefficient approaches
the free molecular limit (Cho = 0.915) in the cylin-
drically portion of the round leading edge with
reducing the nose radius.

The heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation
point Cho, obtained by a curve fitting process per-
formed over the curves displayed in Fig. 8, cor-

θ

λ∞

Fig. 8 Heat transfer coefficient along the cylin-
drically blunt portion of the round leading edge
as a function of the body slope angle.

responds to 0.883, 0.824, 0.630, 0.532 and 0.366
for round leading edges with nose radii RN/λ∞ of
0.02, 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.5, respectively.

Distributions of the pressure coefficient Cp

along the body surface for different nose radii are
displayed in Fig. 9. According to this figure, it
is seen that the pressure coefficient follows the
same trend as that presented by the heat transfer
coefficient. The pressure coefficient presents the
maximum value at the stagnation point and de-
creases fast in the cylindrically blunt portion of
the leading edge. It is also verified that the pres-
sure coefficient in the cylindrically blunt portion
is one order of magnitude higher than the pres-
sure coefficient in the wedge portion of the lead-
ing edge.

Variations of the skin friction coefficient Cf

caused by changes in the nose radius of the lead-
ing edge are demonstrated in Fig. 10 as a function
of the dimensionless arc length S. As can be seen,
the skin friction coefficient increases from zero at
the stagnation point to a maximum that is located
in the cylindrically blunt portion of the leading
edge, and decreases downstream along the body
surface. Similarly to the flat-nose shapes, the
round leading edges also exhibit the maximum
value for the skin friction coefficient around a 45-
degree station.
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λ∞

Fig. 9 Pressure coefficient along the round lead-
ing edge surface for various nose radii.

λ∞

Fig. 10 Skin friction coefficient along the round
leading edge surface for various nose radii.

The dependence of the total drag coefficient
Cd on the nose radius is depicted in Fig. 11. In
this figure, the contributions of the pressure drag
Cpd and the skin friction drag C f d coefficients
are also shown. As would be expected, the to-
tal drag for round leading edges approaches the
wedge drag with decreasing the nose radius.

4.3 Equivalent Nose Radius

The stagnation point heating and the total drag
for flat-nose leading edges have been compared
to those for the reference round leading edge in

λ∞

Fig. 11 Total drag coefficient for round leading
edges as a function of the nose radius.

the previous sections. A second means of com-
parison between flat-nose shapes and round lead-
ing edges is defined as equivalent round leading
edge. Equivalent round leading edges, or equiva-
lent nose radii, are found that have the same value
of stagnation point heating or total drag provided
by the flat-nose leading edges. For instance, by
holding the stagnation point heating the same, the
total drag on the equivalent round leading edge
may be compared to those for flat-nose leading
edges in order to determine which shape is better
suited for leading-edge blunting.

A summary of the computed data for the heat
transfer coefficient Cho at the stagnation point and
the total drag coefficient Cd for the round leading
edges is displayed in Fig. 12.

The stagnation point heating Cho for each one
of the flat-nose shapes is used as an input in
Fig. 12 in order to determine the equivalent nose
radius RN,eqv. With the equivalent nose radius,
the total drag that corresponds to this equivalent
nose radius is also obtained from Fig. 12 itself.

The comparison of the total drag coefficient
for flat-nose shapes C d, f n and for round lead-
ing edges with equivalent nose radii Cd,eqv that
match flat-nose body stagnation point heating is
tabulated in Table 2. In this table, subscripts f n
and eqv stand for flat-nose and equivalent round
leading edges, respectively. For comparison pur-
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λ∞

Fig. 12 Heat transfer coefficient Cho at the stag-
nation point and the total drag Cd for round lead-
ing edges as a function of the nose radius.

pose, the volume V associated with the shapes is
also shown in Table 2. Volume is another im-
portant geometric comparison, which is related
to the active cooling system that may be placed
within the leading edge for the purpose of heat
absorption. Referring to Table 2, it is noted that
equivalent round leading edges have lower drag
(around 5% of difference) than flat-nose bodies.
In addition, equivalent round leading edges pro-
vide larger volume than flat-nose shapes. As a
reference, the Knt = 1 case, which is tangent to a
10-degree wedge (see Fig. 1, has the same stag-
nation point heating as a round leading edge that
is 2.96 times smaller than the reference round
leading edge that is also tangent to the wedge at
the same point. Moreover, this equivalent round
leading edge has a volume that is 24.5% larger
than the corresponding flat-nose body, the Kn t

= 1 case. Consequently, based on Table 2, for
the same stagnation point heating, round leading
edges perform slightly better than flat-nose bod-
ies.

By using the total drag coefficient Cd found
previously for flat-nose leading edges, an equiva-
lent nose radius RN,eqv may be found from Fig. 12
that gives the same total drag coefficient as the
flat-nose bodies. At this time, the stagnation
point heating will be the important factor in or-

Table 2 Nose radius necessary for comparable
stagnation point heating to flat-nose shapes.

Knt
t

λ∞

RN,eqv
λ∞

R
RN,eqv

Cd,eqv
Cd, f n

Veqv
V f n

100 0.01 0.064 86.77 0.957 1.121
10 0.10 0.334 16.60 0.948 1.181
1 1.0 1.869 2.96 0.973 1.245

Table 3 Nose radius necessary for comparable to-
tal drag to flat-nose shapes.

Knt
t

λ∞

RN,eqv
λ∞

R
RN,eqv

Cho,eqv
Cho, f n

Veqv
V f n

100 0.01 0.916 6.05 0.764 1.097
10 0.10 1.334 4.15 0.773 1.131
1 1.0 2.198 2.52 0.957 1.198

der to determine which shape is better suited for
leading-edge blunting.

The comparison of the stagnation point heat-
ing for flat-nose shapes C ho, f n and for round lead-
ing edges with equivalent nose radii Cho,eqv that
match flat-nose body total drag is tabulated in
Table 3. It is clear from Table 3 that equivalent
round leading edges have lower stagnation point
heating than the flat-nose bodies. Again, by tak-
ing the Knt = 1 case as a reference, this shape
has the same total drag as a round leading edge
that is around 2.52 times smaller than the refer-
ence round leading edge. Also, this equivalent
round leading edge has a volume that is 19.8%
larger than the corresponding flat-nose body. As
a result, based on Table 3, round leading edges
perform better than flat-nose bodies as the total
drag consideration is involved.

5 Conclusions

The computations of a rarefied hypersonic flow
on blunt leading edges have been performed by
using the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method.
The calculations provided information concern-
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ing the nature of the stagnation point heating and
total drag for a family of contours composed by
a flat nose followed by a highly curved afterbody
surface. The emphasis of the investigation was to
compare these flat-nose leading edges with round
leading edges in order to determine which geom-
etry is better suited as a blunting profiles.

The aerodynamic performance of these flat-
nose shapes was compared to a reference round
leading edge (circular cylinder), typically used
in blunting sharp leading edges for heat trans-
fer considerations. It was found that the stagna-
tion point heating is higher and the total drag is
lower on the flat-nose shapes than the represen-
tative circular cylinder solution in this geometric
comparison. These flat-nose leading edges be-
have as if they had a sharper profile than their
representative circular cylinder. However, these
shapes have more volume than the circular cylin-
der geometry. Hence, although stagnation point
heating on these new shapes may be higher, the
overall heat transfer to these leading edges may
be tolerate if there is active cooling because addi-
tional coolant may be placed in the leading edge.

Moreover, equivalent round leading edges
were defined with the same stagnation point heat-
ing or total drag yielded by the flat-nose lead-
ing edges. With the same stagnation point heat-
ing as flat-nose shapes, round leading edges were
shown to produce slightly smaller total drag. In
addition, for the same total drag, round lead-
ing edges gave smaller stagnation point heating
than flat-nose leading edges. Hence, if stagnation
point heating and drag are considered the primary
issues in leading-edge design of hypersonic con-
figuration, then round leading edges are superior
to flat-nose leading edges.

However, shock standoff distance on a cylin-
der scales with the radius of curvature, therefore
cylindrical bluntness added for heating rate re-
duction will also tend to displace the shock wave.
The displacement of the shock wave is especially
undesirable in a waverider geometry [7], because
these hypersonic configuration usually depends
on shock wave attachment at the leading edge to
achieve its high lift-to-drag ratio at high-lift coef-
ficient. In addition, shock wave detachment will

allow pressure leakage from the lower surface of
the vehicle to the upper surface, thereby degrad-
ing the aerodynamic performance of the vehicle.
In this context, as the new shapes behave as if
they were sharper profiles than the round lead-
ing edge (cylindrical bluntness), they may dis-
play smaller shock detachment distances than the
corresponding round shapes. Nevertheless, the
shock wave structure on these new shapes is the
subject for future work.
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